
muchHow is it?

稼係

誰滓

fD IISTENING Kana is buying things for the beach. Listen. Gheck (rz) the correct answers.t7
f a medium T-shirt. f a small T-shirt.

[l a pair of sunglasses. f some earrings.

f a pink sunhat. f a white sunhat.

f too big. f too expensive.

L00K AND LEARN Study these questions and answers:

Custorner

T… … … ⊥

May i tryた たhem on,

l'll take it.ノ l'|ltake them.

Sales clerk

Which ones do you want to try on?

What do you think?

Do you like it?ithem?

1. Kana tries on

2. She buys

3. She tries on

4. The sunhat is

is that T-shirt?

are those sunglasses?

smaller?

more formal?

Sales clerk

It's $25.
They're $115.

Yes. The fitting rooms are over

there.

Yes, try this one./these ones.

These are great.

Great. That comes to $175.

Customer

The black ones.

I'm not sure./l'll think about it.

No, I don't like it./them.
It's too big./casual./expensive.

It's pretty!/perfect!
I'll take it./them.
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Now practice with a partner. Take turns asking and answering.



C coNvERSArtoN

OVER TO YOU:

A〔TIVITY

Listen to the conversation between Yuka and the sales clerk. Fill in the blanks.

Clerk Hello. Can I help you?

Yuka: Yes, can I try on (1)............. .. , please?

Clerk Certainly. The fitting rooms are over here.

Yuka: Thankyou.

(pause)

Clerk What do you think?

Yuka: I'm afraid it's a little too (2)......

Clerk: OK. Try this instead. It's (3).............

Yuka: It's very pretty! But do you have it in (4)...... ........ ?

Clerk: I think so. Yes, here we are!

Yuka: That's perfect. I'll take it.

Clerk Great. That comes to (5)......

Now practice the conversation with a partner.

Make three more conversations like the one above. Use this information:

(l)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

this dress (1) this sweater (1) this jacket

short 0)big (2) tight

Ionger (3) smaller (3) a little bigger

a different color (4) the same pattern (4) black

$87 (5) $63 6) $124

Work with a partner. Take turns being Student A and Student B.
Use the information below.

Student A:

Student B:

You are the sales clerk. Help the customer, Student B.

You are going shopping in New York City. You have $200.
Ask to try some things on. What do you decide to buy
and how much do you spend?

Student A will start.
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